
Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Letter from Los Angeles County Mayor Mike Antonovich
Date Submitted: 12/02/2019 12:41 AM
Council File No: 19-0794 
Comments for Public Posting:  Back in 2006 Mayor of Los Angeles County Mike Antonovich

recognized that Tujunga Canyon Boulevard and other roadways
were already heavily congested and can not accommodate the
increased traffic. Since, then traffic congestion has only gotten
much worse and much more dangerous. He also recognized the
huge loss of this recreational space on the surrounding
communities. Please see letter attached. 
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MICHAEL D. ANTONOVICH
MAYOR

May 2, 2006

The Honorable Wendy Greuel
Councilwoman, District 2
City of Los Angeles
Room 475, City Halt
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA gO01Z
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I am opposed to the proposed redevelopment of the Verdugo Hills Golf Course in
Tujunga.

The project includes highdensity condominiums that are incompatible with the relatively
lowdensity single-family neighborhoods that sunound the property. The existing driving
range would be eliminated, and a significant amount of open space would be
oermanenuV lost. Tujunga Canyon Boulevard and other area roadways are already

ireavily congested and can not accommodate the increased traffic that will be generated

by this Project.

ln its current form the Verdugo Hills Golf Course is a community asset that golfers have

."i"""a for decades. lt is also one of the few remaining privately-owned golf courses

ir.,lt i, ,f"ro"bte and accessible to the public. The loss of this recreational opportunity,

"r:*iG" 
pr.cious open space, would have a detrimental effect on the sunounding

oommunitY.

Thank Youfor considering mY

M$HAEL I
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Communication from Public
 
 
Name:
Date Submitted: 12/02/2019 10:12 AM
Council File No: 19-0794 
Comments for Public Posting:  Killing over 130 mature trees including 39 protected trees, will

increase the ground temperature and will increase the fire risk.
Please see article below. Fighting Wildfires with Brush
Clearance? You’re Doing it Wrong We’re losing homes in
wildfires because wind-blown flames from miles away are landing
on flammable rooftops, not because of over-grown vegetation. We
need to stop blaming fires on plants. Every spring as birds and
wildlife are nesting, Angelenos living in beautiful hillside
communities receive notices from the Los Angeles Fire
Department (LAFD) with stringent landscape-clearing
instructions that were put in place in 1961. Hillside homeowners
have to keep clear 200-feet of property around them, referred to as
“defensible space”. Angelenos have not been clearing defensible
space of incendiary brush so much as they have been over-cutting,
over-pruning or removing landscape plants and trees that would
keep the ground cool and moist. Read More at
http://treeology.org/ 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Protecting Our Foothill Community Members
Date Submitted: 12/01/2019 09:33 PM
Council File No: 19-0794 
Comments for Public Posting:  After reading other comments in PLUM, there is a need to make

something VERY clear. Let’s pay attention to the scientists that
study fires and Wildland Urban Interfaces, not people that have
an agenda to make money off this development or are getting paid
to put in opinions, or are doing a favor for the developer. The
article attached describes why “Rapid growth of the US
wildland-urban interface raised wildfire risk”. The Scientists that
produced this article have studied wildfires and wildland-urban
interfaces in many countries including the United States and what
they have found is that first, there will be more wildfires due to
human ignition. The more people you add the more the risk of fire
in a wildland urban interface, period. Education is most
important, so we can prevent further fire deaths. We all need to
follow what the scientists that have been studying climate change,
wildfires, and wildland urban interfaces independently are
advising. The article states “1) Wildfires frequently burn houses in
the WUI (2,3) and are most difficult to fight there. Furthermore,
the WUI is where people often ignite wildfires (4), and the vast
majority of fires are human-caused (5). While fires are an integral
part of many ecosystems and the Earth system as a whole (6),
humans have changed fire regimes globally (7) and throughout the
United States (5) and climate change will increase fire frequency
in the future, including in the WUI (8). The close proximity of
houses and wildland vegetation does more than increase fire risk
(9). As houses are built in the WUI, native vegetation is lost and
fragmented (10); landscaping introduces nonnative species and
soils are disturbed, causing nonnatives to spread (11) pets kill
large quantities of wildlife (12) and zoonotic diseases, such as
Lyme disease, are transmitted (13). Thus, understanding WUI
patterns and WUI growth is important with respect to wildfires
and many other environmental problems. “ Please see article
attached. “Only you can prevent wildfires” Smokey the Bear The
goal of reducing human-caused wildfires has never changed, the
tagline of the Smokey Bear campaign was adjusted in the 2000’s,
from "Only you can prevent forest fires" to "Only you can prevent
wildfires". The main reason was to accurately expand the category
beyond just forests to include wildlands” Source Wikipedia So,
the MORE PEOPLE = INCREASED FIRE RISK = INCREASED
EVACUATION GRIDLOCK Another issue that must be
addressed is how are all the residents going to safely evacuate. No



addressed is how are all the residents going to safely evacuate. No
studies have been done to make sure that all residents will be able
to safely evacuate. What we do know is that in 2017 the 210
freeway and La Tuna Canyon Blvd had to be shut down due to the
fire and that residents took hours to evacuate due to gridlock
streets and some were unable to evacuate. PLUM
Councilmembers we ask that you protect us from increase
wildfire risk. This property is zoned for 20 homes not 215 and it is
dangerous to rezone it for excessively more than 20. 
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Significance

When houses are built close to forests or other types of natural vegetation, they pose two

problems related to wildfires- First, there will be more wildfires due to human ignitions.

Second, wildfires that occur will pose a greater risk to lives and homes, they will be hard to

fight, and letting natural fires burn becomes impossible. We examined the number of houses

that have been built since 1990 in the United States in or near natural vegetation, in an area

interface raises wildfire risk
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known as the wildland-urban interface (wUl), and found that a large number of houses have

been built there. Approximately one in three houses and one in ten hectares are now in the

WUl. These WUI growth trends will exacerbate wildfire problems in the future.

Abstract

The wildland-urban interface (WUl) is the area where houses and wildland vegetation meet or

intermingle, and where wildfire problems are most pronounced. Here we report that the WUI in

the United States grew rapidly from 1990 to 2010 in terms of both number of new houses

(from 30.8 to 43.4 million; 4'l % growth) and land area (from 581 ,000 to 770,000 km2; 33o/o

growth), making it the fastest-growing land use type in the conterminous United States. The

vast majority of new WUI areas were the result of new housing (97 %), not related to an

increase in wildland vegetation. Within the perimeter of recent wildfires (199S-2015), there

were 286,000 houses in 2010, compared with 1 77,000 in 1990. Fu,.thermore, WUI growth

often results in more wildfire ignitions, putting more lives and houses at risk. Wildfire problems

will not abate if recent housing growth trends continue.

wildfires housinggroMh sprawl development fragmentation

The wildland-urban interface WUI), defined as the area where houses are in or near wildland

vegetation, is the area where wildfires pose the greatest risk to people due to the proximity of

flammable vegetation (1). Wildfires frequently burn houses in the WUI (2, 3), and are most

difficult to fight ihere. Furthermore, the WUI is where people often ignite wildfires (4), and the

vast ma,ority of fires are human-caused (5). While fires are an integral part of many

ecosystems and the Earth system as a whole (6), humans have changed fire regimes globally

(4 and throughout the United States (O, and climate change will increase fire frequency in the

future, including in the WUI (8).

The close proximity of houses and wildland vegetation does more than increase fire risk (9). As

houses are built in the WUl, native vegetation is lost and fragmented (10); landscaping

introduces nonnative species and soils are disturbed, causing nonnatives to spread (11); pets

kill large quantities of wildlife (12); and zoonotic disease, such as Lyme disease, are

transmitted (13). Thus, understanding WUI patterns and WUI growth is important with respect

to wildfires and many other environmental problems.
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The WUI is widespread in the United States (1, 14) and in many other parts of the world (15,

16), including Argentina (17), Australia (18), France (19), and South Africa (20). Furthermore,

both the annual area burned (8,21,22) and fire suppression costs (23) have rapidly increased

in the United States. The area burned annually nearly doubled, from an average of '18,000

krnz/y in 1 985*94 to 33,000 km2 in 2005-14 (22). Concomitanfly, federal wildfire suppression
expenditures tripled from $0,4 billion/y to $1 .4 billion/y (23), and exceeded $2 billion in 2017.

While there is ample evidence that houses in the WUI pose problems, it is not clear how fast

the WUI is growing. Overall, the US population grew by 60 million people and 29.2 million

homes from 1990 to 2010, but how much of that growth occurred in the WUI is uncertain.

Previous assessments of WUI growth (24,25) analyzed only housing data up to 2000, and did

not account for changes in wildland vegetation. Post-2000 housing data are important,

because the United States entered a recession after 2008, accompanied by a strong downturn

in the housing market. Similarly, without data on vegetation change, the major cause of WUI

growth is unclear. Areas where forests are regrowing on abandoned farmland, such as in the

New England states (26), could see WUI growth without any additional houses. Fundamentally,

two processes can create new WUI: construction of new homes in or near existing wildland

vegetation, and an increase in wildland vegetation within and near previously developed areas.

The prevalence of each process is unclear.

Knowing how the WUI is growing, and why, is essential when evaluating management and
policy responses (3, 8). ln the United States, federal wildfire management policy prioritizes fuel

treatments and the promotion of fire-adapted communities in the WUl. Local iurisdictions use

a variety of land use planning tools to limit the environmental impacts of housing growth in the

WUl. The importance of the WUI for the environment and for national policy, accompanied by

the lack of information about WUI growth in the most recent decade, highlight the need to
both assess WUI growth and identify its causes- Thus, we addressed three major questions: (/)

how much has the WUI in the conterminous United States grown from 1990 to 2010; (ir)

whether WUI growth is caused mainly by housing growth or by vegetation growth; and (nr) how

much WUI growth has occurred within recent wildfire perimeters.

The lack of consistent, fine-resolution longitudinal housing data has been the biggest

impediment to a nationwide assessment of WUI growth. The decennial US Census provides

fine-resolution housing data for 1990, 2000, and 201 0, but the boundaries of the smallest units

for which housing units are reported (i.e., census blocks)_oJlgn shift between decades,

precluding direct change analyses (27). We nave Oeveto$BFalgorithms to convert the

decennial Census data at census block resolution into a CShsistent dataset on housing growth
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acloss rne contei'rnailoi,s Urrite,J str continus 
), which we combined with 1gg2, 2001, and

20ii i.,a',ional Laird coiei Data ir.iLCD) on wildland vegetation: forests (classes 41-43),
shluutands (ciasses 5l ar,d 52), grasslands (class 7l ), and woody weilands (class 90). we
mapped decadal WUI change from 1990 to 2010 within 2010 census block boundaries, based
on the WUI definitions in the Federal Register and our previously developed WUI mapping

algorithms (1, 14), and conducted several robustness checks of our new dataset (Suppofting

lnformation). Because of concerns about housing growth and wildfire management, we

calculated housing growth for 1990-2010 within WUI burned areas identified in Landsat
imagery between 1990 and 2015 (n).

We found that the WUI was widespread in 2010, covering 9.5% of the conterminous United

States (Fig. 1), and that the WUI grew rapidly from 1 990 to 2010 in all its aspects (Fig. 2). The

number of housing units ("houses" hereinafter) in the WUI grew fastest, followed by the
number of people in the WUI and then WUI area (Fig. 28 and Table S1). New WUI area totaled
189,000 km2, an area larger than Washington State. At 33%, WUI area growth is faster than

that of any of the level I land cover categories included in the NLCD (28). lncreases in houses

and people were also strong, with 12.7 million more houses and 25 million more people in the

WUI in 2010 compared with 1990. The overall combination of more WUI area (7 .2o/o of the

conterminous United States in 1990 vs. 9.5o/o in 2010; Fig. 2C) and higher growth rates for
both houses and people in the WUl, compared with the nationwide averages ffable S1),

increased the percentage of houses (from 30.3% to 33.2o/o) and people (from 29.4o/o to 31 .9%)

in the WUI from 1990 to 2010 (Fig. 2C). Even though the WUI occupies less than one tenth of
the land area of the conterminous United States, 43%o ot all new houses were built there, and

610/o ol all new WUI homes were built in areas that were already in the WUI in 1990 (and

remained in the WUI in 2010) fl-ables Sl and S2).
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